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Abstract: This article explores the question of political struggles for inclusion on an oil palm land deal
in Ghana. It examines the employment dynamics and the everyday politics of rural wage workers
on a transnational oil palm plantation which is located in a predominantly migrant and settler
society where large-scale agricultural production has only been introduced within the past decade.
It shows that, by the nature of labour organization, as well as other structural issues, workers do not
benefit equally from their work on plantations. The main form of farmworkers’ political struggles
in the studied case has been the ‘everyday forms of resistance’ against exploitation and for better
terms of incorporation. Particularly, they express agency through acts such as absenteeism and
non-compliance, as well as engaging in other productive activities which enable them to maintain their
basic food sovereignty/security. Nonetheless, their multiple and individualized everyday politics are
not necessarily changing the structure of social relations associated with capitalist agriculture. Overall,
this paper contributes to the land grab literature by providing context specific dynamics of the impacts
of, and politics around land deals, and how they are shaped by a multiplicity of factors-beyond class.
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1. Introduction
It has been a decade since the global land rush caught the world’s attention through media, civil
society, academic and policy engagement with the phenomenon. Debates have advanced towards
a consensus on the multiplicity and convergence of issues: the global demand for food, energy and
commodities, globalized transport and communication technologies, speculation, internal crises within
capitalism, etc., all of which are crucial for the current neoliberal paradigm [1,2]. As ‘successful’ land
deals are in different stages of implementation, the question of impact remains pertinent. Central to
the debates on impacts has been how land deals influence the social relations of agrarian change, the
political reactions from below, and the implications of these for development. In places where there is
a strong presence of civil society organisations, especially social movements and development NGOs,
campaigns to regulate in order to mitigate adverse impacts and maximize opportunities, or to stop and
rollback land deals have not only gained wide popularity but also impacted the outcomes of various
land deals [3] Nonetheless, recent studies have shown that it is not always the case that peasants
oppose land grabs. As the impacts are differentiated for social groups and classes, so are the political
reactions from below [4]. There have been accounts of adaptation and co-existence in post-soviet
Russia [5], resistance and struggles for incorporation in Africa [6–8], and the overt resistance from
workers, dispossessed farmers and indigenous communities in many parts of Southern America [9,10].
Certainly, the historical, political, economic and social contexts within which land grabs take place are
vital to shaping the political reactions from below.
Ghana, for instance, has undergone about three major waves of large-scale agricultural
commercialization since the late nineteenth century. Historically, Ghana′s (and many other West
African Countries) agricultural production system has been fashioned around family farming and
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small-scale peasant practices aimed at simple reproduction [11]. While market exchanges have always
existed even in pre-colonial periods, the extractive tendencies of colonial policies directed efforts to
expand capital into rural areas through the introduction of export crop plantations and the development
of commercial farming systems. Upon independence, the country had inherited an economy dependent
on food crop exports, yet without the expected trickle-down benefits to the local people′s food security.
As such, successive governments from the ‘socialist-developmentalist′ policy inclinations of the
1960s, to those informed by a liberal/neoliberal development paradigm which had influenced global
political economy from the late 1970s till now, have sought to promote food self-sufficiency and rural
development through a transformation of the existing production systems. Even though policies have
not sought to replace completely the peasant system, over the years, they have approached small-scale
schemes as that which need to be integrated into the ‘more efficient’ and ‘competitive’ value chains
of commercial systems. Through the actions (e.g., market-led land policies) and inactions (e.g., poor
implementation of labour regulations) of the state, an enabling environment is created for foreign and
private investments in agribusinesses in the name of efficiency, productivity and employment [12].
These ideas also often resonate with the legitimating imperatives of traditional land institutions [13].
In addition, cash strapped rural folks who maintain both an economic and cultural attachment to land
are often caught in a complex web of trade-offs. Under these contexts, in addition to the fact that there
is not a strong base of rural social movements, land grabs are often received as a continuum between
acquiescence and outright resistance.
When people affected by land grabs do not necessarily oppose their establishment, how do they
perceive, experience and react to the terms of their incorporation into corporate farms? This study
focuses on wage labourers on an oil palm plantation land deal in the Volta Region of Ghana, looking
particularly into the employment dynamics-class and gendered access to the jobs available, exploitative
working conditions, workers’ struggles for better terms of incorporation and the implications of their
everyday political reactions for agrarian/ rural development. I employed a qualitative dominant mixed
method for data collection. Combining methods is useful, not only to compare results, but also to
integrate them in ways that provide a more comprehensive assessment of the issues under study. Guided
by a gendered agrarian political economy approach, the paper shows the diverse and everyday ways in
which wage workers navigate adverse working relations, but also cautions against romanticizing such
unorganized efforts given that they are often associated with uncertain outcomes, difficult trade-offs,
and its inability to change the structure of social relations, at least as shown in this case.
2. Capital Accumulation, Rural Class Differentiation and Adverse Incorporation
The African (Sub Saharan) agricultural system is characterized by family farms, small scale
or peasant mode of production. Farming has been built on a resource base—land, seeds, livestock,
fisheries, water, family labour, local knowledge and skills, social networks and traditions that were
fundamentally uncommodified, and oriented towards survival and subsistence [11,14]. However,
over the years, this mode production has been affected by the wider political economy which is
reflected in the ways in which rural people′s access to land has been changing vis-à-vis their integration
into the global economy. Although the ‘peasantry′ persists, it has also been evolving as a group
that is differentiated in their social relations of production. Marxist political economy suggests that
the penetration of capital into rural peasant societies is the main driving force for differentiation.
The forceful appropriation of land and the expansion of commodity relations either through primitive
accumulation or expanded reproduction [15–17] separate peasants from their means of production and
create a polarizing rural economy. This is the starting point of differentiation and it is characterized by
an accumulating class who control land and labour, and an exploited working class or proletariats
divorced from their land and compelled to subsist through wage labour. Historically, this has been
seen as an agrarian question of capital that ought to be resolved. This is a question of “whether,
and how, capital is seizing hold of agriculture, revolutionizing it, making old forms of production
and property untenable and creating the necessity for new ones” [18]. Byres interpreted the agrarian
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question as that which shows a continuous existence of obstacles to unleashing accumulation in the
countryside and capitalist industrialization. Following Byres, and after years of researching this puzzle,
Bernstein posits that the classic agrarian question was an ‘agrarian question of capital′ centred around
three problematics: accumulation, production and politics. Capitalism thus blocks the possibility of
achieving an egalitarian distribution of the material conditions of life, thereby placing rural agrarian
societies into differentiated class relations. The classic agrarian question of capital also translates into
an agrarian question of labour—one that is not confined to a single class of dispossessed proletariats
but as a continuum to different classes of labour including semi proletariats who now depend directly
and indirectly on the sale of their labour power for their own daily reproduction as well those who
alternate between small wage work and small-scale petty commodity [19,20]. Premising a land grab
study on the principle that class differentiation is manifested in uneven, concrete and context-specific
forms of change provides a strong methodological foundation that highlights important specificities of
affected rural classes.
Over the years, scholarship in agrarian political economy continues to highlight the complexities of
the nature of capitalist development that may or not conform to these teleological patterns. In his study
on the shortcomings of classic agrarian political economy theories of rural differentiation—mainly
Marxists’ interpretations—White highlighted the need for dynamic and adaptable frameworks that
approach social differentiation from a and relational viewpoint [21]. Similarly, Oya also notes that the
application of class in the rural African context may even defy objectivity. For instance, a prominent
basis of differentiation is ‘strangerhood’ rather than class [22]. Meanwhile, in Ethiopia, state policies of
land distribution have made class a less significant, if not a non-existent means of differentiation [23].
To better understand rural agrarian structures and transformations in the era of a global land rush,
other demographic and identity-related forms of differentiation (gender, age, ethnicity, religion, social
status, etc.) is necessary. A gendered analysis of the implications of land deals on wage labour
relations looks into the role of domestic relations of access to and control over resources and the
structuring labour markets [24]. Here, the focus is not only about how domestic and formal institutions
(dis)empower marginalised groups under different labour management schemes. However, class and
identity relations revert backwards and forwards, suggesting the need to view class–gender analysis
through a relational and an interactive lens [25–28].
As land grabs continue to take hold in many places, and in the light of recent debates around
neoliberalism and the effects of capitalist expansion on poverty reduction, a major line of argument
remains that there is a good potential of ‘win–win’ possibilities [29,30]. In the early days when land grab
debates began to ‘grab’ research and policy attention, a central narrative that emerged among mainstream
lines, but also along some critical views, was that exclusion (of the displaced and affected communities
in general) is a major blockade to the poverty reducing potentials of agricultural investments [29].
For example, Tania Li argued that ‘unless vast numbers of jobs are created, or a global basic income grant
is devised to redistribute the wealth generated in highly productive but labour-displacing ventures, any
program that robs rural people of their foothold on the land must be firmly rejected’ [31]. Similarly,
scholars in poverty studies use adverse or differential incorporation to critique oversimplified accounts
of inclusion and exclusion in capitalist projects. Here, the question goes beyond the either/or of inclusion
and exclusion to their complex interactions and their underlying conditions [32]. Within the framework
of adverse incorporation and especially in relation to the labour question of this study, inclusion
through wage labour is automatically perceived as an escape from poverty. Of course, mainstream
approaches also recognise the challenges of inclusion and exclusion recommend good governance
through regulations, standards and transparent institutions. These regulatory approaches, however, beg
the question of underlying the social and political structures within which they emerge. As a framework
for assessing the impacts of land deals, the multiple lenses of class, gender and adverse incorporation
guide an exploration into the diverse ways in which particular rural classes, groups, and individuals
are incorporated, not only into land investments, but also into the ‘larger social totalities—institutions,
markets, political systems, social networks that drive differential consequences; and enable and/or
constrain farmworkers’ politics [33].
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2.1. Every Day Politics
Locating peasants’ political reactions within the context of contemporary global land grabs
presents peasants’ politics on two broad fronts. One, is the struggles against eviction and dispossession
in the defence of the commons. Indeed, this has been the most common assumption and underlying
principles underlying anti-land grab advocacies and movements. The other is the class struggles of
labour over terms of incorporation or against exploitation. Broadly, neoclassical/new institutional
economics and agrarian political economy perspectives provide different theoretical explanations to
peasants’ resistance under capitalism.
Neoclassical and new institutional economics conceptions are premised on the methodological
assumption that peasants are rational and often make decisions upon calculating the benefits and
risks of engaging in collective action [34,35]. According to Popkin [36], this explains why landless
labourers may not necessarily act first although he describes them as the most politically conscious
groups. He argued that, even when there are political reactions, it is usually based on incentives,
and/or directed towards new opportunities which aim at taming markets and bureaucrats rather than
restoring traditional systems.
Unlike mainstream accounts that place confidence in individual rationality and institutions,
classic ideologies from agrarian political perspectives examine politics as a function of social structures.
The two main strands of agrarian political economy—Marxist and moral economy perspectives show
some variance in their approach to the explanation of peasant politics. Marxist political economy
perspectives see politics from different viewpoints about class action, yet generally not very optimistic
about the peasants’ ability to organise resistance due to the exploitative and controlling nature of
dominant classes and state institutions, but also their lack of class consciousness [16,37,38]. Even
when peasants exhibit consciousness, they often focus on economic bargaining rather than demanding
radical political changes [39].
Moral economy perspectives, on the other hand, which, like Marxists’ interpretations, also follows
the logic of differentiation and exploitation, perceive this, however, from a binary interpretation of
class, whereby the policies and activities emanating from ruling elite classes threaten the subsistence
of peasants (a single marginalised class) or that which unfavourably transforms their mode of (re)
production [40,41]. Although peasants may be constrained to organise, their everyday ways of life
express agency against the actions of ruling elites who threaten their means of subsistence. Their daily
reactions of resistance, Scott referred to as ‘everyday politics’ [42]. Everyday politics involves little or
no organisation to embrace, comply with, adjust, and contest norms and rules regarding authority over,
production of, or allocation of resources. In his study on peasant resistance in southeast Asia, Scott
described everyday politics as often unplanned, uncoordinated, and those involved ‘typically avoid
any direct symbolic confrontation with authority or with elite norms’ [42]. It is usually low profile and
private behaviour of the people and often entwined with individuals and small groups’ activities in their
struggles to sustain their daily livelihoods while interacting with others like themselves, with superiors
and with subordinates. Although some have critiqued the overestimation of the political significance
of such everyday resistance [43], in contexts such as rural Ghana where political mobilizations against
land deals rarely occur, everyday politics remain a useful way of understanding workers’ politics.
An earlier study by Kojo Amanor on a post-independence state-led oil palm land grab in Ghana, [11]
he revealed how some unemployed youth engaged in illicit night time harvesting of palm bunches
even under tight security confrontations. Through other forms of everyday ‘action and production′,
such as land occupation, squatting, divestment by contract farmers, marginalized groups express
their dissatisfaction with unfavourable systems. Guided by the concept of everyday politics, the study
explores the agency of different classes and groups of wageworkers in negotiating opportunities and
risks associated with the conditions of their work. The study adopts a relational lens-linking the
experiences and practices of people to the social, economic and political contexts within which they
live [28].
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2.2. The Herakles-Volta Red Oil Palm Land Deal: Methods of Data Gathering and Analyses
In the year 2002, the Government of Ghana, as part of a strategic rural development and
industrialization plan, introduced the President’s Special Initiative on Oil Palm (PSI-Oil Palm).
The primary goal of the project was to improve oil palm research and to develop nurseries for expanded
production (to about 300,000 ha by 2007) using the private sector as the main wheel of development [44].
Although midway through the project collapsed, it contributed to an expansion in investor and
farmer interests in the sector, not only through the establishment of estates but also in other related
businesses along the oil palm value chain. The oil palm plantation in Brewaniase- a town in the
Nkwanta Municipality- is one such investments that emerged within the context of the PSI. A 3750ha
of land was acquired in 2008 by an American company, Sithe Global Sustainable Oils -an affiliate to
Herakles Capital, New York1. Since 2013, the plantation has been managed under a new name- Volta
Red, under the directorship of British Investors. Volta Red also has another 41 ha of oil palm plantation
in Dodi Papase (Atta Kofi), and an oil palm processing mill at Ahamasu both of which are located in
the neighbouring Kadjebi District within the Volta region of Ghana (see Figure 1 below).
Figure 1. The geographical scope of the study.
To set the context right in discussing the organization of labour and the politics of farmworkers,
it is important to note that the new company as it stands now represents one that is struggling to
operationalize its vision of production and processing—as a result of inherited lawsuits and outstanding
rents, cost of changes in management and labour, and high costs of operating an off-site (about
25 km away) processing mill. Nonetheless, through management’s constant engagement with the
workers, often in the form of paternalistic relations, the company is quietly surviving, but usually to the
disadvantage of labour welfare and workers’ political reactions. Approximately, 2372 workers drawn
from about five neighbouring communities are employed.
1 https://www.forestpeoples.org
2 This number fluctuates due to the large number of casual workers.
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In the study, I adopted a qualitative predominant mixed methods of data collection and analyses.
Fundamentally, the study was carried out qualitatively because it relies on probing, narratives,
historical relations, and interactions that give relevant insight to explaining events and experiences of
the affected people. In such instances, qualitative methods help to understand and analyse complex
social phenomena and multiple “truths’ through contextual, emergent, and interpretive ways [45].
The results represent data collected during the peak and off-peak seasons between May 2018
and March 2019. I conducted semi-structured interviews with administrators of the plantation and
other key stakeholders; made provisions for narratives and life history stories; and considered age,
gender, ethnicity, duration of employment, contract, task, migrant status and access to land in my
discussions with farmworkers. A total of 200 farmworkers, which also represents about 85 percent
of the total workforce on the Brewaniase Plantation took part in a socio-economic survey. Living
within the community, and having access to the plantation fields during the field work also gave me
the opportunity to engage in both participant and non-participant observations. This allowed for a
better understanding of what people do, mean, or believe as well as their experiences. Observation of
workers during workhours and in their residences provided a first-hand appreciation of their diverse
strategies, politics, and the construction of subjectivities and meanings.
See Table 1 for an overview of the methods employed.
Table 1. A summary of data gathering methods.
Instruments Units of Analyses Population Number of Responses
Survey Farmworkers 237 200
Qualitative Interviews;
Life histories;
stories;
Conversations
Farmworkers 237 80
Supervisors 8 7
Management and Administration 6 6
Family Heads of Land Lords 15 15
Traditional Authority NA 4
State Departments and Agencies NA 3
Focus Group
Discussions
Women Farmworkers
Harvesters
Sprayers
Former/workers who quit
NA 4
Observations
Farmworkers
Work and Home Environments
Everyday politics
NA NA
Source: Author, 2018.
3. Class and Demographic Characteristics of Farmworkers
A great majority of the farmworkers are semi-proletariats. From the survey, ninety-three percent
(93%) of the 200 farmworkers who participated in the survey have access to farmlands in their
communities or in neighbouring locations, while eighty-eight (88) percent are engaged in small scale
farming with farm sizes ranging from one-tenth (0.1) of an acre to approximately fifteen (15) acres.
Similar to the literature on intra-household gender inequalities [46,47], men tend to have access to
multiple farms (up to three different farmlands) and bigger farm sizes than women Nonetheless,
interviews conducted with most of the women suggest that their ability to cultivate and benefit from
their own small plots of farmlands independent of their family/husbands’ lands. Table 2 provides a
general overview of the farmland sizes (up to three different farm plots) among the farmworkers and
Table 3 shows the gendered differences in land sizes (of the first plots mentioned).
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Table 2. Number and sizes of farmworkers.
8 Males Females TotalResponses
Up to 1
Acre
2–3
Acres
4–5
Acres
6–8
Acres
9–10
Acres
11–15
Acres
Farm 1 134 42 176 44% 42% 9.6% 2.8 1% 0.6%
Farm 2 35 3 38 48.6% 46% 5.4% 0 0 0
Farm 3 5 0 5 40% 40% 20% 0 0 0
Source: Author, 2018.
Table 3. Farm 1—Actual farm sizes by gender.
Farm Size (Acres) Male Female Total
≤1 acre 42 35 77
2 44 5 49
3 25 0 25
4 8 1 9
5 7 1 8
6 2 0 2
8 3 0 3
10 2 0 2
11–15 1 0 1
134 42 1763
Source: Author, 2018
Being a settler society, sharecropping remains the most common form of land access (see Table 4).
For the minority (7%) of workers who had no access to farmlands, the vast majority were urban-rural
migrants who were either not interested in own farming, or were actively searching for a suitable
land; and a few aging women who could not combine farming with their current jobs. Indeed, all but
one of the farmworkers whose lands were affected had access to farmlands, yet with differentiated
forms of ownership and use, often described to be less desirable. Labour on the plantation is therefore
characterised by a complex mix of landed, less landed, sharecroppers, dispossessed proletariats
and even some farmworkers (eight of them) who have their own sharecroppers. Although access to
farmland is an important aspect of the people’s daily reproduction, the relative land availability means
that the vast majority of the farmworkers are not driven into labour due to landlessness. Access to
suitable farmlands, however, remain critical for the dispossessed proletariats who lost their entire
family or share cropped lands. Many male adult farmworkers also depend on wages to invest and
expand their own farms.
Table 4. Farm 1—Form of Access to Farmlands.
Access Male (%) Female (%) Total (%)
Individual4 4 0 4
Family land 31 10 41
Tenancy (sharecropping) 40.6 12.8 53.4
Free Occupancy 1.1 0.5 1.6
Source: Author, field survey.
3 Total valid respondents.
4 Referring to land purchased, not necessarily inherited or accessed through family.
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For many of the workers, education is an important reason for working on the plantation—the
youth (males) who are temporarily out of school depend on wages to pursue higher education; and
wage labour is the primary source of income for most women who are burdened with the responsibilities
of their children’s educational needs. These results corroborate with the workers’ age distribution
where approximately half of the male population falls between 18 and 30 years old, whereas, for
women, it is about a fifth. The survey showed that sixty-six per cent of the women are between the ages
of 31–50, and this is a child bearing and care giving period where rural women’s chances of education
are very limited as compared to men, and especially if these women already missed basic education.
Figure 2 below shows the population dynamics of the workers, particularly gender, age, employment
contracts, and education.
Figure 2. Demographic characteristics of Farmworkers. (Source: Author).
3.1. A Gendered Division of Labour
Labour on the plantation is divided by tasks carried out based on physical attribution, seasonality,
and sometimes through discretionary decisions at the supervision level. The tasks are also gendered,
with men having more opportunities to take up specific tasks. The core labourers engage in work that
directly affect production: crop and soil maintenance, weed control and harvest-related activities These
include pruning, slashing, round-weeding, spraying of weedicides, fertilizer application, irrigation;
harvesting, and loose picking. They are deployed through the gang system often consisting of
25 workers. Tasks reserved for men include harvesting, pruning, spraying, fire control and loading
(they load and transport the palm fruits to the processing site.) Slashing is done by both men and
women, while loose-picking, which is a woman’s task, except occasionally when it becomes necessary
for men to join. During peak season, harvesters employ their own workers to be head porters or what
they call ‘carriers’ to transport the harvested palm bunches to specific locations on the farm. They often
consist of women who could have social ties or not, with the harvesters. Another group of workers is
the farm service workers, who are mostly skilled men engaged in technical operations. Their tasks that
have close interaction between production and processing. They include mechanical engineers and
fitters, carpenters, plumbers, vulcanizers, heavy-duty truck operators and drivers. The third group of
workers are the support workers consisting mainly of security workers also supervise fire control in
the dry seasons. There are no women represented in management, administration and supervision.
Table 5 gives an overview of how labour is organised on the plantation.
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Table 5. Gender, tasks and targets.
Tasks Gender Target(Standard)
Target
(Off-Peak and
Poor Condition)
Lucrativeness of
Targets
Harvesting Men 86 Bunches 40–50 Bunches High
Pruning Men 30–35 20–25 Above Average
Loose Picking Women 4 bags Daily Wage Above Average
Round Weeding Both 30 Palms(2m around tree) same Average
Fertiliser
Application Women
200 palms
(1 kg of fertilizer per tree) Same Average
Slashing Both 9 m2 × 15 trees Same Low
Security Men * NA NA • Relatively
stable Wages
• No
lucrative Targets
• Compensated
with
little bonuses
Technical Support Men Undefined Undefined
Operations Men * Undefined Undefined
Loading Men 2 Trips daily(for a team of 4–6 people) Flexible
Spraying Men 10 fillings (15l knapsack) Same
Irrigation Men Undefined Undefined
Carrying Women Per palm bunchesharvested
(Laid-off by
Harvesters) Flat wage
* There is one woman employed in the task. Source: Author (Based on in-depth interviews and observations).
3.2. Adverse Incorporation: Precarious Labour and ‘Weakening’5 Bodies
Job, income and health insecurity characterize the nature of work on the plantation. Compared
to the initial phase of the oil palm establishment—when clearing, nursery and planting took place,
employment opportunities have reduced considerably. The workers’ estimations put the figure at a
500-plus, and official records indicate that at least 392 people have previously worked, or are currently
employed on the plantation6. With the exception of the 53 permanent workers (excluding eight
supervisors), the rest (70% of the labour force), and nine out of every ten women, are casual workers
with six-month renewable contracts or no contracts at all (see Figure 2). For casual workers, their job
security window is opened only during the peak seasons (from April to August). Outside this period,
especially between November and March, many of them are laid off, and their fates lie in the hopes of
early rains and field conditions, their gender, and their relations with supervisors. Unlike reports from
similar studies by Bridget O’ Laughlin, both casual and permanent workers benefit from a national
social security/pension scheme [48]. Nonetheless, casual workers who seek progression to permanent
contracts are usually the less landed, women, and those with limited alternative livelihoods, who want
to benefit from job security, paid leave and particularly, access to loans, which are privileges preserved
for only permanent workers. Interviews with the workers and management confirmed that, in the
post 2013 transition to Volta Red, there has not been significant progression from casual to permanent
contracts—a situation which the management justifies to be part of a cost cutting strategy and also
dependent on worker’s commitment, a claim that many long-serving workers could not agree with.
Not so different from mainstream optimism in the employment potentials of large-scale agricultural
5 A popular term used by the farmworkers especially women to describe the physical health as a result of intensity of labour.
6 The official numbers could be lower than the actual numbers because some have worked without contracts, such as the use
of students in the past, occasional task sharing by family members, the carriers who work unofficially with harvesters, and
others who are temporally hired when there is urgent need for workers- e.g., fire control.
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investments, the families and communities were under the illusions of massive job opportunities, with
salaried, formal and permanent employment contracts.
Job insecurity is manifested not only in the employment contracts but also, in the rate and
frequency of labour mobility and informality in production. In principle, recruited workers are to be
employed in their preferred tasks, but that often depends on vacancy and their physical attributes.
This is, however, particular to men, as they have much more flexibility and options to choose from
the many male tasks. While workers often commence employment in their preferred tasks, their
retention is characterized by mobility between tasks as determined by their supervisors. There are,
however, some particular tasks such as spraying (weed control), where intake is largely by worker
preference. The changes occur both within and outside related tasks, e.g., switches between harvesting
and pruning, but also from machine operation to slashing. This practice is also the company’s way of
managing the small numbers. For instance, a supervisor mentioned that they do not lay off most of the
harvesters-they are rather moved to pruning because they are hard to come by and their task requires
a lot of training. Whereas workers switching between the above tasks may still find it lucrative, for
others, it affects their productivity and income. Women are highly affected when they are made to do
slashing. In an informal conversation with one of the authorities, he emphasised that even though
slashing is tedious, women are more respectful, truthful and follow instructions better than men. This
is rather unfortunate because, even for those women who do their own farming, this is the one farm
activity for which they regularly hire in labour or seek support. In addition, it also affects workers’
ability to organize around task-specific issues. One worker expressed:
‘My work is undefined. I am a casual worker, an operator and a driver. Sometimes they
move me to join the oil palm processing mill workers, sometimes I transport firewood. If I
am on the farm and there is a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask me to join the
loading gang or do slashing’.
Second, with regard to wages, workers struggle with consistent delays, low income and wage
differentiation. The remuneration scheme of the workers is premised on a time productivity-skill
based piece rates system. The baseline daily wage of GH
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monthly wage if they are regular. Other tasks in the core labour such spraying and irrigation are not 
accompanied with lucrative targets.  Local perceptions around chemical spraying connotes a major 
health risk and therefore workers are not even interested in overworking for extra income.   
Workers in the support services and farm service labour, have relatively stable wages and are 
compensated with some bonuses. Compared to the conventional local farm labour rates, the 
plantation wages are far lower. For instance, sprayers earn half of their local rates, while slashers earn 
only a third of what they would have been paid for the same amount of work on small scale farms. 
However, they prefer to be on the plantation due to the relative availability of employment and 
income if compared to doing ‘by day′ small scale farm jobs. In effect, attractiveness to the plantation 
work is a result of some these constrained choices.  
Third, there is a strong linkage between health and capital’s resort to casual labour- making it 
easy to evade the responsibility of protecting the occupational health of workers. All the workers are 
susceptible to various forms of injuries associated with poor field conditions and inadequate supply 
of protective clothing. Although they have regular access to boots, other supplies such as protective 
clothing and nose masks for sprayers, gloves for pruners and loose pickers, and rain coats are either 
under-supplied or of poor quality as the per workers′ expectations. Workers often raise these 
concerns at their weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and their task requires a lot of training. Whereas workers switching betw en the abov  tasks may
still find it lucrative, for others, it affe ts their productivity and income. Women are highly affected 
when they are made to do slashi g. In an informal conversation w h one of t e authorities, he 
emphasised that even though slashing is tedious, women are more respec ful, truthful nd follow 
instructions better than men. This is rather unfortunate because, even for those women who do their 
own farming, this is the one farm activity for which they regularly hire in labour or seek support. In 
addition, it also affects workers’ ability to organize around task-specific issues. One worker 
expressed, 
‘My work is undefined. I am a c sual worker, an ope tor and a driv r. Sometimes they 
move me to join the oil palm proce sing mill workers, some im s I transport firewood. If I 
am on the farm and there is a pro l m wit  the truck, my sup rvisors ask me to join the 
loading gang or do slashing’. 
Second, with regard to wages, worke s struggle with consistent delays, low incom  and wage 
differentiation. The remuneration scheme of the worke s is premised on a time productivity-skill 
based piece rates system. The baseline daily wage of GH₵14.047 applies to work in the core labour 
and support service for both casual and permanent workers. It is used as the yardstick for calculating
the piece rate or daily targets. This piece rat  daily wage is about forty-five ercent higher than the 
national minimum wage of GH₵9.68. The casual workers in he skilled service such as operators, 
receive a higher daily wage of GH₵19.5, while the remuneration of permanen skilled st ff r eive 
ranges between GH₵19.5 and GH₵25 cedes plus allowances. The harvest rs who employ seasonal
carriers have also been instructed by their supe visors not to pay them below the bas  wage daily 
wage—a situation which practically means that GH₵15 has be ome a flat wage ven though thes  
carriers are compelled to function alongside the prod ctivity of their harvesters who can work seven 
times above their daily tar ts du ing peak season . Several factors influence the mo thly income 
brackets of t  workers. This includes gender, age, sk ll, exp i nce, contract, eng gemen in other 
occupations, and the lucrative ess of tasks. Slashers, for instance, are often associated with the lowest 
incomes because it is not lucrative—th ir ave age monthly incom  ranges from GH₵200 to GH₵450 
ced s as compar d to arvest r/pruners ho indicated that th ir mo thly incomes ra ged betwee  
GH₵500 and GH ₵ 1000. During peak se sons, harvesters could even earn a net income of over 
GH₵1500 per month (after paying their carriers). Women r main in the lowest income br ckets, with 
a vast majority taking a monthly wage range betwe n GH₵200 and GH₵350 below th  expected 
monthly wage if they are regular. Other tasks in the c e labour uch spraying and irrigation are not 
accompanied with lucrative targets.  Local perceptions arou d chemical sp aying connotes a major 
health risk and therefore workers are not ven interested in overworking for extra incom .   
Workers in the support services and fa m service labour, have r latively stable wages and are 
compensated with some bonuses. Compared to the conve tional loc l farm labour rates, the 
plantation wages are far lower. For instance, spr yers earn half of their loc l rates, while slashers earn 
only a third of what they would have been paid or th sam  amount of work on small scale farms. 
However, they prefer to be on the plantation due to the relative availability of employment and 
income if compared to doing ‘by day′ small scal  farm jobs. In effect, attractiveness to the pl ntation
work is a result of some these con trained choices.  
Third, there is a strong linkage between health and capital’s resort to cas l l bour- making it 
easy to evade the responsibility of protecting the occupati nal health of workers. All the workers are 
susceptible to various forms of injuries associated with poor field conditions and inad quate supply 
of protective clothing. Although they have regular access to boots, o er suppl  such as protective
clothing and nose masks for sprayers, gloves for pru ers and loose pickers, and rain c ats are either 
under-supplied or of poor quality as the per workers′ expectations. Workers often raise these 
concerns at their weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and their task requires a lot of traini g. Whereas workers switching between th  above tasks may 
still find it lucrative, for others, it affects thei  productivity and income. Women re i h y affect d 
when they ar  made to do slashing. In an infor al c nv ation with one of the uthoritie , he 
empha is d that even though la hing is tedious, women are more resp ctful, truthful and follow 
instructions better tha  men. This is rather unfor unate bec use, even for those women wh  do their 
ow  farming, this is the ne farm activity for which they regul rly hire in labo r or seek suppo t. In 
addition, it also affects workers’ ability to organize around task-specific issues. One worker 
expressed, 
‘My w rk is undefined. I am a casual worker, a operator and  driver. Some imes they 
mov  me to join t e il p lm processing mill wor ers, sometimes I transport fi wood. If I 
am on th  farm and there is a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask me to join the 
loading gang or do slashi g’. 
Sec d, with regard to wages, workers struggle with consistent delays, lo  income and wage 
differenti ion. The remuner  scheme of the workers is premised on a time productivity-skill 
based piece rat s system. Th  b s line daily wage of GH₵14.047 ppli s to wor in the core labou  
and support service for both casual and p rmanent workers. I is used as the yardstick for c lculating 
the piece rate or daily targets. This pi c rate daily wage is about forty-fiv  percent higher han the
national minimum wage of GH₵ 68. The casual workers i the skilled service suc  as operators, 
r ceive a higher daily wage of GH₵19.5, while the remuneration of p rmanent skilled t ff receive 
ranges between GH₵19.5 an GH₵25 cedes plus allowances. T harve ters who mploy seasonal 
carriers h ve also been instructed by their supervisors not t  pay them below the base wag  daily 
wage—a situation which pra tically m ans that GH₵15 has become a f t age even though thes  
carriers are compelled to functi  alongside the productivi y of their harvest rs who can w rk s ven 
times above their daily targets during p ak s a ons. S v al factors influence th  mont y inc me 
br ck t  of the worker . Thi  include  gend , age, skill, expe i nc , contra , ngag m nt in oth r
occupation , and the lucrativeness of sks. Slas er , for i stance, e often associated with the low st 
incomes becau e it i  not lucrativ —their average monthly income ranges from GH₵200 to GH₵450 
cedes as compared to harvester/pruners who indicated that their monthly incomes ranged between 
GH₵500 and GH ₵ 1000. During peak seasons, h r s e s could even arn a net income of over 
GH₵1500 per month (after paying their c rriers). W men remai  in the lowest income brackets, with 
a vast majori y taking a monthly wage ra ge between GH₵200 and GH₵350 below the xpected 
onthly wage if they are re ular. Other tasks in the core labour su h s rayi g and irrigation are not 
accompanied with lucrative targets. L cal p ception  arou d chemical spraying connotes a major 
health risk and therefore workers are not even interested in o rworking for extr  income.   
Workers in the upport services and farm s rvice labour, have relatively st le wag  and are 
compens ted with s m  bonuses. C  t  the convent onal ocal farm la our rat s, the 
plantation ages are far lower. For instance, sprayers earn half of th ir local rates, while slashers earn 
only a ird of what they would h ve bee  paid fo  the same amount of work on small sc e farms.
However, they prefer to be on the plantation due to the relative availability of em loyment and 
income if compared o doing ‘by day′ small scale farm jobs. In effect, attractiveness t  the p antation 
work is a result of some these constra n d cho ces.  
Third, there is a strong inkag between he lth and capital’s resort to cas al labour- making it 
easy to evade the responsib lity of prote ting the occupational he lth f wo kers. All th  workers are 
susceptible to various f rms f injuries associated with po r field conditions and in dequate upply 
of protective clothing. Although they have egular access t  b ots, other suppl es such as pro ctive 
clothing and nose masks for sprayers, gloves for pruners and lo se picke s, and rai  coats are either 
under-supplied or of poor quality as the per worker ′ exp ctations. Workers often raise these 
concerns t their weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and their task requ res a ot of training. W ereas workers wi ching betwee  the ab ve tasks may 
still find it lucrative, for oth rs, it affects their productiv ty and income. Wom n are highly af ected 
when they are ade to o slashing. In an nformal conversation with one of the authorities, he 
emphasised that eve  though slashi g is tedious, women are more respectful, truthful and follow 
instructions bet er than men. This i  rather unfortunate because, even fo  those wom n who do their 
own farming, this s the one farm activity f  which they regularly hire in labour or seek support. In 
addition, it also affects workers’ ability to organize around task-specific issues. One worker 
expressed, 
‘My work is undefined. I a  a casual worke , an operator and a driver. Sometime  they 
move me to join the oil p lm p oce sing mill workers, some imes I transport firewood. If I 
am on the farm nd there is a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask m  to join the 
loading ang or do slashing’. 
Second, with r ga d t wag s, work  struggle with consist nt delays, low inc me nd wage 
differentiation. The remunerati n scheme of th  workers is pr mised on a time roductivity-skill 
based piece rates system. The baselin  daily wage of GH₵14.047 appli s to w k in the cor  labour
and support service for bo h casu l and p rmanent workers. It is us d as th  yardstick for calc lating
the piece rate or d ily targets. This pi ce rate daily wage is about f ty-five perc nt hig r than the 
national minimum wag  of GH₵ .68. Th  casual workers in skilled service such as operators, 
receive a higher daily w g  of . , while the remunerati n of p rmanent skill d st ff receive 
ranges bet een GH₵19.5 a d GH₵25 cedes plus allowances. The harvesters who e ploy s a onal 
carriers have also be n instructed by t e  superv sors ot  pay them below the bas  wage d ily 
wage—a situation hich p actica ly means hat GH₵15 has bec me a flat wage even though these 
carriers are compelled  functio  longsid  the p oductivity of t ei  harvesters who c n w rk s ven 
times above their daily targ ts du ing peak season veral factors influ nc th  m hly income
brackets of the work rs. This ncl des gender, age, skill, xperience, con ra , gement in other 
occupations, and the lucrativeness of ta ks. Slash rs, f  in nc , are often ass ia ed with t  lowest 
incomes becaus  it is t lucr tive—t eir av ge monthly incom  ranges from GH₵200 to GH₵450 
cedes s compared to harvester/pruners who i dicate  that thei  monthly incomes ra ged betw n 
GH₵500 and   1 0. Duri g peak se so s, arvesters could even arn a t income of v
GH₵1500 per month ( fter paying their car iers). Women remain in the lowest income brackets, with 
a vast majority taki g a monthly w ge ange betw n GH₵200 and GH₵350 below the expected 
monthly wage if they are regular. Other tas s in h core labour such p ay g and irrigation a e not
accompanied with luc ative targets.  Local perc pt ons ar und chemical spr ying connotes a major 
health risk and ther fore workers are not eve  int res ed n overworking for ext a inc me.   
Workers in the su port services and farm service labou , have rel tively stable w g  nd are 
compensated with some bonuses. C mpared to the conventional lo al farm lab ur rates, t e 
plantation wages are far lower. For instance, sprayers ear h lf o  heir loc l rates, while slashers earn 
only a third of what they would have been p id for th  same a ount of work n sma l scale farms.
However, they prefer to be on the plantation u  to the elative availability of employm t and
income if compared to doing ‘by day′ small s ale farm jobs. In effec , ttr ctiv ness the plantation 
work is a r sult of some t s  constrained hoices.  
Third, there is a s rong linkage betwee  h alth and capital’s resort to casu l labour- making i
easy to evade the r sponsibility of protecting th  occupati n l health f w rk rs. All the workers ar
susceptible t  various forms of injuries associated with p or field conditi n  and inadeq ate supply 
of protective clothing. Alth ugh they have regula  access to b ots, other supplies su h a  protect ve 
clothing and ose m ks for sprayers, gl ves for pr ners and loose pickers, and rain coats are either 
under-suppli d or of oor quality as th  per orkers′ exp ctations. Worker oft n raise t ese 
concerns at their weekly meetings with uthorities, but the responses are rather per uasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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a d th ir ask equires a lot of tr ining. W e eas w rk  switching etween the above t ks may 
still fin  it lucrative, r others,  affec s their productivity and i com . Women ar highly aff cted 
when they are mad  to do sla hing. In a  informal onversation with one of the a th riti s, he 
emphasised tha even though slashing is ted ous, wom n e mor  respectful, truthf l and f llow 
instructions be ter than men. This is rather unfortunate because, even for tho e women who do their 
own farming, this is the one farm a tivity for which t ey regularly hire in labour or seek support. In 
addition, it also affects workers’ bility to organize around task- pecific issues. One worker 
expressed, 
‘My work is u fined. I a a casual work r, an operat r and driv r. Sometimes they 
mov  me t  join th  oil pal proc ssing m ll work rs, so etimes I transport firewo d. If I 
am on  farm and there is a proble  with t e truck, my supervisors sk e to join the 
loading g ng or do slashing’. 
S cond, with regard to wages, workers struggl with consistent el ys, o  inc m and wag  
diff rentiation. The remun atio  sch  of the w rk rs pre i ed on a time produ vity-skill 
ba ed piece ates system. T e baseline daily wage of GH₵14.047 appli to work in the core labour 
and support service for both sual and pe m nent work rs. It i  sed as the yardstick f r calculating 
the p ece rat  or da ly targets. This piece rate daily age i about fo y-five percent higher than the 
national minimum wage of GH₵9.68. Th  casual ork rs i the skill d rvic  such a  ope ators, 
eceive a hi h r daily wage of 19.5, while the remu er tio  of permanent sk ll d staff receive 
ranges betw en 19.5 and GH₵25 ced s plus all wanc s. The harvest rs h  employ s a onal 
ca ri s have s  been inst uc ed by their supervisors not to pay them below th  ba e wa e daily 
w ge—a situation which pra cally me ns that GH₵15 h s becom a flat wage even though these 
rriers are comp ll d o fu tion al ngside h producti ity of th i  harvest rs who can work seven 
times above their daily targ t  duri g p k seasons. Seve al factors influen e the onth y come 
brackets f t e workers. Th s includes g nd , ag , skill, experienc , contr ct, eng gemen  in r 
oc upations, nd the lucrativene s of asks. Sl shers, f r insta e, re ofte  associat d with the lowest 
incomes because it is not lu rativ —th ir averag monthly inc e a ge from GH₵200 t  GH₵450 
cedes as co pared to harveste /prun s w o i dicated t t their m nthly s g d between 
₵500 and GH ₵ 1000. Duri  pea  seasons, harv sters coul ev  earn a ne  income of  
GH₵1500 pe  mo th (after paying their carri rs). Women remain in the low st income b ack ts, with 
a vast major y taking a mo thly wag r nge between 20 and GH₵350 below th expected 
monthly wage if ey ar  regular. Other t sk i  the re labour such sp aying nd i rig tion r  n t 
accompanied with lucrati e targets. Local per ptions a oun  chemical spraying c nnotes a major 
health risk and therefo w rk rs are not ven int sted in overwo king f r xtra ncome.   
Workers in the supp rt service  and farm s vic labour, h ve r ative y stabl  wag s nd are 
compensat d wit  some bonuses. Compared to th c nventio al f r labour r t s, the 
plantation wag s are far lo r. For inst nc , sprayers arn half of the r l ca  rat s, while slash rs arn 
nly a ird of what th y would have be n paid for the sam  m un  of work on small scal  farms. 
Howev r, th y p f r to be on the p an tion due to the rela iv  v ilabil ty of employme  and 
income if compared t  doi g ‘by day′ small cal arm j bs. In effect, att active ess to he planta ion 
w rk is a result of ome these cons rai ed choi s.  
Third, there is a strong kage betw en he th and capit l’s res rt to casu l labour- making it 
easy to evade the res onsib lity of p ot cting th  o cupati al health of w rker . All th  worker  
suscep ible to vario s form  f injuries socia ed with poor field co ditio s and inadequate supply 
of protective cl t ing. Although th y ave regular acc s to bo ts, other supplies such a  protec ive 
lothing and nos  masks f  spr yers, gl v s fo prun s and loose pickers, and in coats re either 
under-su plied or of poor quality as the per w rk r ′ expectati ns. Work rs often raise these 
conc rns at th ir weekly meetings with authorities, but th espons s are rathe  persuasive, requiri g 
th m to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially tho e in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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nd their task requires a l  of tr ning. Whe as worker  s chi g be ween the above tasks may 
sti l fi d it lucr tive, for oth rs, it affects thei  produc ivity inc me. W men are highly affected 
when they are de to do sla ng. In a  info mal conver ation with one f he authorities, he 
emphasised that even ough slas i g is tedious, wom n re more respectful, uthful and follow 
instructions bett  th  men. This is r ther unfortunat  because, even for those women who do their 
own farming, this is the one farm activity for which they regularly hire in labour or seek support. In 
addition, it also affects orkers’ ability to organize aro nd task-specific issues. One orker 
expressed, 
‘My work is undefin d. I am a cas al worker, an p rator and a dr ver. Sometimes they 
m ve me to join the oil palm processing mill workers, som times I transport firewood. If I 
am on th  farm and there is a problem with the truck, my sup rvisor  ask me to join the 
loadi g gang or do slashing’. 
S cond, with rega  to wag s,  s ruggl  with nsiste t d lays, low i come and wage 
d ffer ia ion e remun tio  schem  of the w ers s em sed on a time productivity-skill 
based iec  r tes system. Th b s line d ily wag of GH₵14.047 applies to work in the core labour 
and support se v ce fo  both c s l and p rmanent workers. It is u ed as the yardstick for calculating 
th  p ece rate or daily target . This piece rat  da ly w ge i  b ut forty-fiv p r t higher than the 
national mi imum w ge of GH₵9.68. The cas al wo k rs in the skil d service such as operators, 
r ceive a higher ail wage of GH₵19.5, whi e the r mun ration f perman nt skilled taff receive 
r ng s between GH₵19.5 and GH₵25 ed s plus allowa s. The harvesters w o mploy seasonal 
car iers have also bee  instructed by t i  supervis rs n   p y th m be w th  base wage daily 
wag —a situat n which practic lly mea s th t GH₵15 has b come a fl t wage ev n though these 
car i rs a e compell d to function alongs d  the produ tivity of their harvesters w o can work sev n 
times abov  th r daily targets d ring peak seas s. Sev al fac ors influ nc  th monthly inc me 
brackets of the wo e s. Th i clud s gende , ag , skill, experience, con ract, ngagement i  other 
occupations, nd the luc ativeness of asks. Slashers, f  i st c , ar often a sociat d with the lowest 
incomes beca e it is not lucra ive—th ir aver ge monthly income ranges from GH₵200 to GH₵450 
cedes s com a ed to harvester/ ru rs who indic e  th t their monthly incom s ranged between 
GH₵500 and GH ₵ 1000. Dur g pe k se s ns, harvesters c uld even ear  n t income of over 
GH₵1500 pe  mo h (after p y g th ir ca riers). Wo en remain in the low t income brackets, w th 
 vas majority taking a mon hly wage r ng  betw GH₵200 and GH₵350 bel w the expected 
monthly wage f they r  gular. O her tasks in th  c re labour such sp ying and irrigation are not 
a companied with lucrative targe s. Local perc pti ns around chemic l sprayi g connotes a major 
he lth risk a d ther fore workers re not even interest d in overwo king for extra income.   
Wo ker i  the suppor  s vic s and farm servic  l our, ave re tively st ble wages and are 
compensated wit  som  bonuses. C mpa d  the conv nti n l local f rm labour rates, the 
plantation wages re far l wer. For instanc , spray rs rn half of h ir l cal rates, while slashers earn 
only  third f what th y w uld h ve been paid or h s me mount of w rk on small scal  farms. 
H wev , h y r f r to b  n the pla tation due t  the el tive av ilability of employment and 
come if compa ed o do ng ‘by day′ small scale f rm jobs. In effect, attractiveness to the plantation 
work is a result of s m se constra n d choices.  
Third, ther  is a strong l kag  between h alth an capit ’s resort to ca al labour- making it 
easy t  ev d  the re ponsibility f rot cting the ccupational h alth of workers. All the workers are 
usceptible to variou  forms o  inj ries a ociat d w th p or field conditions and inadequate supply 
of pr tectiv  clothing. Al ough they hav  gular acce s to boot , th r supplies such as protective 
cloth g and se masks for sprayers, gloves for runer  and loose pickers, and in coats are either 
u der-supplied or of poor qualit   the pe  wor ers′ expectations. Workers often raise these 
c nc rns at their weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and their task requires a lot of training. Whereas wor ers switching between the above tasks may 
still find it lucrative, for others, it ffects their pro uctivity and income. Women are highly affected 
when they are made to do slashing. In an informal conversati n with one of the authorities, he 
emphasised that even though slashing is tedious, women are more respectful, truthful and follow 
instructions better than e . This is rather unfortunate because, even for those women who do their 
own farming, this is the one farm activity f r which they regularly hire in labour or seek support. In 
additi n, it also affects workers’ ability to or anize around task-s ecific issues. One worker 
expressed, 
‘My work is undefined. I am a casual worker, an operator and a driver. Sometimes they 
move me to join the oil palm processing mill workers, sometimes I transport firewood. If I 
am on the farm and there is a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask me to join the 
loading gang or do slashing’. 
Seco d, with reg rd  wag , w rk  strugg e with consistent delays, low income and wage 
ifferentia ion. T e r unerati n sche e of the workers is prem sed on a time productivity-skill 
based piece rat  syst m. Th baseline d ily age of GH₵14.047 pplies to work in the core labour 
and upport service f r both casual a d perma nt workers. It is used as the yardstick for calculating 
the piece ra e or daily t rg ts. T is pi ce rate aily wage is about forty-five percent higher than the 
tional m imum wag  of 9.68. T e ca ual workers in th  skilled ervice such as operators, 
r ceive a igh  d ily age f GH₵19.5, whi  the remuneration of permanent skilled staff receive 
rang s between GH₵19.5 and GH₵25 edes plus llowa ces. T  harvesters who employ seasonal 
carri r  h ve also b en instruc ed y h ir uper isor  not to pay them below the base wage daily 
wage—a situat on w ich p actically m an  that GH₵15 has become a flat wage even though these 
carrie a  compelle  to funct on n side the pro uctivity of their harvesters who can work seven 
tim s a ve t ir d ily t rget dur ng p k seasons. Seve al fact rs influence the monthly income 
br cket of the worke s. This cludes ge der, age, skill, experience, contract, engagement in other 
oc upa ion , and he lucrat ven ss f t ks. Slashers, or insta ce, are often associated with the lowest 
incomes b cause it is not lucrative—the r ver ge monthly inco e ranges from GH₵200 to GH₵450 
ced s s mpared to v te /pru ers who indicated that their monthly inc mes ranged between 
GH₵500 a d GH ₵ 1000. During peak season , arvesters could even earn a net income of over 
GH₵1500 per month (after p ying t eir c rri ). Women remain in the lowest income brackets, with 
 vast jo ity aki g m nthly wage r nge between GH₵200 and GH₵350 below the expected 
mo hly wage if they e regular. O her tasks in he c re l bour such spraying and irrigation are not 
acco pa ied with lucra ive t rgets.  L cal perceptions around chemical spraying connotes a major 
health i k n  th refor  work rs re not even interested i  overworking for extra income.   
Workers in the upp rt serv ces nd f r  servic labour, have rel tively stable wages and are 
c mpensated s m b nuses. Com ared to the conventional local farm labour rates, the 
p ant ion wages a e far l we . Fo  insta ce, spr yers ea n h lf of their local rates, while slashers earn 
nly a th d of what they woul ha been paid for the same amount of work on small scale farms. 
H wever, they prefe  be on the plantat o  du  to the relative availability of employment and 
inc m  if com red to doing ‘by d y′ mall scale farm jobs. In effect, attractiveness to the plantation 
wo k is a r sult of som th s  c nstr in d choices.  
Third, th is a trong link e between he lth a d capital’s resort to casual labour- making it 
easy to evade he responsibility of protecting the occupational health of workers. All the workers are 
susceptible to v rious forms of injuries associ ted with poor field conditions and inadequate supply 
of protective clothing. Although they have regular access to boots, other supplies such as protective 
clothing and nose masks for sprayers, gloves for pruners and loose pickers, and rain coats are either 
under-supplied or of poor quality as the per workers′ expectations. Workers often raise these 
concerns at their weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and the  task requires a lot of training. Whereas workers switching betwe n the above tasks may 
still f nd t luc ative, for others, it affects their productivity and income. Women ar  highly affected 
when th y are made to do slashing. In an info mal conversation with one f he authorities, he 
emphasised that even though slashing is tedious, women are m re respectful, truthful and follow 
ins ruc ions better t an en. This is rather unfortunate because, even for those women who do their 
own farmi g, this is the one farm activity for which t ey gularly hire in labo r or seek support. In 
additio , it also affects workers’ ability to organize around task-specific issues. One worker 
ex ressed, 
‘My work is undefined. I am a casual worker, an operator and a dr ver. Sometimes they 
move me to join the oil palm processing mill worker , sometimes I transport firewood. If I 
m on the farm and ther  is a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask me to join the 
loading g ng or do slashing’. 
S c nd, with regard to wag s, worke s s rug le with co sistent delays, low income and wage 
diff entiatio . The remu rati n sc eme of the workers is premised on a time productivity-skill 
b s d piece  sys m. The bas lin  daily wage of GH₵14.047 applies to w k in the core labour 
an  upp t s rvi for both casu l and permanent workers. It is use  as the yardstick for calculating 
 iece rate r daily t rgets. This p ece r t d ily wage is about forty-five p cent higher than the 
tio al m nimum wag of 9.68. The casual workers in the skilled service such as operators, 
re ive a hi h r d i y wage of GH₵19.5, while th  remun atio  of permanent skilled staff receive 
ang  betw n GH₵19.5 d GH₵25 cedes plu  allowances. The harv sters who emp oy seasonal 
c rr ers hav also b  i str ct d by thei  supervisor  not to pay them belo  th  b se wage daily 
w —a s tuat o which practically means t at GH₵15 h s beco a flat wage even though these 
arri r  r compell d t  function alongs d  the productivity of their harvesters who ca  work seven 
tim s bove t e r d ily tar e s duri g pe k s asons. Severa  factors influe ce the monthly income 
b acke s of th  workers. T is includes g nder, ag , skill, expe i nc , contract, engagement in other 
occupati ns, n  th lucrativeness of ta ks. Sla hers, fo  insta ce, are often associated with the lowest 
incom s b cause t i n luc ative—th i  average monthl  income ranges from 20 to GH₵450 
c es s omp r  to h rve t r/pru e s wh  indica ed that their monthly incom s ranged between 
GH₵500 nd GH ₵ 1000. During p k s a on , harv sters could ev n earn a net income of over 
GH₵1500 p r m n  ( fter paying hei  carrier ). Wom n re in in the lowest income brackets, with 
a vast m j r ty taking  m nt ly wage ra g  b tween GH₵200 and GH₵350 below the expected 
monthly wage if they are r gular. Other asks i  the core labour such spraying a d irrigation are not 
accomp nied w th lu rative t rgets.  Loca erc ption  round hemical spraying connotes a major 
health ri k and ther fore workers are t even i terested n overworking for extra income.   
Worke s in th  support se vices a d farm se vice labour, have relatively stable wages and are 
compensated ith ome bonuse . Compar d to he conventio al local farm labour rates, the 
plantati n wage  re far wer. For inst nce, sprayers earn half of their local rates, while slashers earn 
on y a third f what t y would ave b en paid for th  same amount of work on small scale farms. 
However, they fer t  be  th  plan ation due to the relative availabi it  of employment and 
incom  if compar d to doing ‘by d y′ mall cale farm jobs. In effect, attractiveness to the plantation 
w k is a re ul  of s me these constra ed choices.  
Thi d, ther  is a strong linkage between heal h and capital’s resort t  casual labour- making it 
easy to evad  the responsibili y of rote ting th  occupati nal health of workers. All the workers are 
susceptible to various forms of injur es associated with poor field conditions and inadequate supply 
of protective clothing. Although they h ve regular access to boots, other supplies such as protective 
clothing nd n se m sks for sprayers, glove  for pruners and loose pickers, and ain coats are either 
un er-supplied or of poor quality as th  per workers′ expectations. Workers oft n raise these 
concerns at their weekly meetings with a thoriti , but the sponses a e r ther p rsuasive, requiring 
them to be p tient in waiting. Workers, esp c ally tho e in the t sks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and thei  task requi es a lot of training. Whereas workers switc ng between the bove tasks may 
still find it lucrative, for others, it affects their productivity and income. Wom n a e highly affected 
when th y re made to do sla hing. In a  info mal onve sation with ne of the authorities, he 
emphasised that ev n though slashing i  tedi us, wome  are more respectful, truthful and follow 
instructions b t er th n men. This is rather unfortunate ecause, ven for thos  women who do their 
own farming, his s th  ne farm activity for which they regularly hir in labour or seek support. In 
a dition, it also ffects workers’ ability to organize around task-specific issues. One worker 
expressed, 
‘My work is undefined. I am a ca ual worker, an o e ator d a dr v r. Sometimes they 
mov me to j in the o l palm processing mill workers, sometime  I transport firewood. If I 
am o  the farm and there is a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask me to join the 
loading gang or do slashing’. 
S cond, w t  egard o wag s, worke s struggl  with consisten  delay , low income and wage 
dif er iati . T  r mun ration scheme of the workers is premised on a time productivity-skill 
based pie e ra s syste . T e line da ly wage of GH₵14.047 applie  to w rk in the core labour 
and upp t service for both casu l a d perm n nt w rkers. It is used as the yardstick for calculating 
the pi ce rat  or daily a gets. is piece rat daily wag  s about forty-five percent higher than the 
nat on  nimum w ge f GH₵9.68. The cas al work rs in th  skilled service such as operators, 
receive a igh r daily wage of GH₵19.5, w ile the remuneration of permanent skilled st ff receive 
r nge  between GH₵19.5 and GH₵25 cedes plus allowances. Th  harvesters who emplo  seasonal 
carri r have so en s ructed by their sup rvisors not to p y them below the base wage daily 
wage—a situat wh ch acticall  means th t GH₵15 has becom  a flat wage even though these 
carri are c mp ll d to fu cti  along ide th  prod ctivity of th ir arvesters who can work seven 
t me  ab ve th ir d ly gets du ing ak seasons. Several factors influenc  the monthly income 
bracke s of the wor er . T is includ s gend , age, skill, exp rience, ontract, engagem n in other 
c upatio , and the lucrativen ss of asks. Slas ers, for inst c , are often associated with the lowest 
i c m  be ause it is not l cr ive—their av rage monthly i come ranges f om GH₵200 to GH₵450 
cedes as co p r to harveste /pruners who indicat d th t their monthly incomes ranged between 
GH₵500 and GH ₵ 1000. During peak se sons, harv ers could even earn a net income of over 
GH₵1500 per onth ( ft  p ying th ir carriers). Women remain in the lowest income brackets, with 
a vast majo ity taking mo th y w g  rang  between GH₵200 and GH₵350 below the expected 
m nthly w ge if they a  regular. Other ta ks in the core labour such spraying and irrig tion are not 
acc mpani d with ucra ive t rgets.  Loc l percep ions ar und chemical spraying connot s a major 
heal i k and th efor  workers a e no  even in erested in overworkin  for extra income.   
Worker i  t e upp t services an fa m ervic  lab ur, h ve relatively stable wages and are 
com ns t d wit ome bonus . Compared to the convention l local farm labour rates, the 
l ntati  wages ar  fa  low r. For instance, sprayers earn half of their local tes, while sla hers earn 
ly a thi d of wh t they wo ld hav b en aid for the same a ount of work n small scale farms. 
H weve , they prefer to be on the plant tion due to th  rela ive availability of employment and 
incom  i par d to d ng ‘by day′ small scale farm jobs. In effect, attractiveness to the plantation 
wo k is a result of som  t e constrain d choices.  
T ird, there is a strong linkage between health and capital’s resort to c sual labour- making it 
easy to evade th  resp sibility of pr cting the ccupational health of work rs. All the workers are 
susceptible to vari s forms of injuries ass iated with po r field conditions and inadequate supply 
of protective clothing. Althou h they have regul r acces  to boot othe  supplie such as protective 
clothing and nose masks for spray rs, gloves for prun rs and l ose pickers, and n coat  are either 
under-supplied or of poor quality as the p r wo ker ′ expectations. Workers often raise these 
concerns at their weekly meetings with ut oriti s, but the resp nses re rather p rsuasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and their task requires a lot of training. Whereas workers switching betw en t  above tasks may 
still find it lucrative, for others, it affects their productivity and inco e. Wom n re h ghl  affected 
when they are made t  do slashin . In an informal conversation with one of he authorities, e 
emphasised that even though slashing is tedi us, wo en are more respectful, truthful and follow
instructions better than men. This is rather unfortunate because, even for those women who d  thei  
own farming, this is the o e farm ctivity for which they regularly hire in labour or e k supp rt. In 
addition, it also affects workers’ bility to org nize arou d task-s ecific iss es. One worker 
expressed, 
‘My work is undefined. I am a casual worker, an operator and a driver. Sometimes they 
move me to join the oil palm processing mill workers, sometimes I transport firewood. If I 
am on the farm and there is a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask me to join the 
loading gang or do slashing’. 
Second, w h reg rd to wages, workers struggl  wi h co si tent de ays, lo  incom nd g  
different ation. The remunerati n sch me of th  work rs s p mi ed on a im pr duc i ity-s ill 
based piece rates system. The bas line daily w ge of GH₵14.047 pplies to work in th  c re l u  
and support servi for both casual d p rm t worker . It is used a  the yards ick for calculat g 
the pie e r  or da ly targets. Thi  pi ce r e d ily w ge is about fo ty-fiv p rc nt h g r t n he 
natio al inimum wage of GH₵9.68. The casu l workers in the sk lled s rv c such s ope ors, 
receive a higher daily w g  f GH₵19.5, while the r m nerati f pe man n skill d s ff rec iv  
ranges between GH₵19.5 and GH₵25 ced s pl  allow nc . The rvest r  ho e ploy seaso al
carriers have also bee  instructed by their s ervi ors not o pay them b lo the bas  wa  da ly 
wage—  situ tion which pr ct cal y eans t t    fl t w ge even thoug th se 
carriers are compel ed to function alongsid th  pr ductivity of thei harvesters wh  c  wo k seve
times above their daily targets d ring p k sea ns. Several factors infl ence t e month  inc me 
brackets of the work rs. This includes g nd r, age, kill experienc , r ct, n em n i  other 
occupations, and lucrativen ss of tasks. Sl sher , for i t , r  ft  asso iat d with he low st
incomes b caus  it is not lucrative— ir average monthly in m  ranges fr m GH₵200  GH₵450 
cedes as compared to harvester/p une s wh  indicated that h ir mont ly incom s rang d betw en 
GH₵500 nd GH ₵ 1000. During eak s so s, harv ster c ul  e n ar ne  i ome of ver 
GH₵1500 per month (aft paying th ir carriers). Wom n emain in he l west com br ck s, with
a vast major ty taking a monthly wage rang  betw n GH₵200 and GH₵350 b low th xp cted 
monthly wage if they are regular. Other t sks in the core labour su  s r ying d irrigati n a e not 
accompanied wi  lucra iv  t r ts.  Local percept ons ar u d c mi l spr ying conn te maj  
health risk and therefore w rkers are ot even i teres ed n v rw rking f r xtra incom .
Workers in th suppo t ervices and farm ervice l bour, have rela iv ly st b e w g  and r  
compensated with some bo uses. Compared to t e conv n ion l local farm b u  ates, th
plantation wages are far lower. For instanc , spraye s rn alf of thei local s, hil  sl e s arn 
only a thi d of what th y wou d have be n paid f  he sam  amoun of work on s ll scal  f rms. 
However, they pr fer to be on the pla tation due t  e relative vailability of mployment and 
income if compared to doing ‘by day′ small cale farm job . In effect, a tractive ss to the plant on
work is a result of some these con trained choic s.  
Third, there is a strong linkage betwe n health and capital’s resort to casual labour- making it
easy to evade the responsibility of p otecting the occupational health of workers. All he workers are 
susceptible to various forms of injuries associated with poor field conditions and inadequate sup ly 
of protective clothing. Although they have regular access to boots, oth r supplies such as r tective 
clothing and nose masks for sprayers, gloves for pruners and loose pickers, nd rain coats are ith r 
under-supplied or of poor quality as the per workers′ expecta ions. Workers often raise these 
concerns at their weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and their ta k requires a lot of trai ing. Whereas work  switching be ween the abov  ta ks may 
still fi  it lucrativ , for oth r , t affec s thei productivity and income. Women are highly affected 
when they are made to do lashing. In an nformal c nver ation with one f the auth rities, he 
empha ise  that even though slas ing is t dious, wome  r  mor  respectful, truthf l a d follow
nstructi n  bett th n men. This is rather unfortunate because, even for tho e wome  who do their 
own farming, his is the one farm activity for which they regul ly hire in labour or seek support. In 
additio , it also affects workers’ ability to organize arou d task-specific issues. One worker 
expressed, 
‘My w rk is undef d. I am  cas al worker, an operator and a dr ver. Sometimes they 
m ve e to join the oil palm processing mill orkers, someti es I transp t firewood. If I 
am on the farm and there i  a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask me to join the 
loading gang or do slashing’. 
Seco , with r gar o wages, worker strugg e with consiste t d lays, low incom  nd wage 
diff ren a ion. T r u atio  sche  f he orkers is p em sed on a time p oduc ivity-ski l 
based pi ce r s yst . Th b s li e d ily wag of GH₵14.047 appli s to work n the core labo r 
and s pp t se vice fo both s l and p rman nt wor r . It  us as the ya dstick f r calculating 
th  piec r te r d ily targets. T is pi ce rate daily wag  is ab ut forty-five per nt higher than the 
nation l m i u  w g 9.68. The casual ork s in t e skill d servic  such as oper tors, 
r c v  a higher dail wage of GH₵19.5, whi e the remuner ti n of p rman nt skilled staff receive 
r g  be n GH₵19.5 and GH₵25 cedes plu allowances. The harvest rs w employ seasonal 
a ri s h v  also be  i st uct d by their supervisors n t o pay the  below the base wage daily 
wag —a situ tio  which p actic ly means that GH₵15 has b come a flat wage v n though these 
c rriers re c mp lled to fu t on a ngs d th  produ tivity of their harves ers w o can w rk seve  
ti s above their d ily a gets duri g peak seas ns. S ver  factors i fluence th  monthly income 
brack s f work rs. This i cludes g nder, ag , skill experie ce, contract, engagement in other 
occup ti ns, and he lucrativ ess of t sks. Sl hers, for insta e, are ofte  associated with the lowest 
incom s beca s  it is not ucrativ —their verage monthly income ranges from GH₵200 to GH₵450 
ced s s omp ed to h rvester/prune s who indica ed that th r m nthly i co es r ged between 
GH₵500 d GH ₵ 1000. During peak s a ons, rvesters coul  eve  earn a net incom  of over
GH₵1500 p r m n h ( fter y g t eir c rri ). Women r main in the lowest income brack ts, with 
a va  majori y tak g a mo hly wage range between GH₵200 and GH₵350 below the expected 
mon hly w g  if th y are r gular. Oth r t sks i th  ore labou  such spraying and irri atio  are not 
a co p ni d ith ucr iv  t rget . Local perceptions around chemic l sp ying connotes a major 
health risk a d fo e wo kers are not even inter sted in verwo k ng for extra income.  
Wo kers i  the u port rvic a d fa  s vice labour, ave relatively stable wages and are 
c mpens d wi  s m bonus s Compar d  the conventional l cal far  abour rates, the
pl ntation w g s re ar l w . F r i stanc , sprayers n alf of th ir local rates, while lashers earn 
ly a thi d of what t y wou d have b en paid or the s me amount of work on small scale farms. 
Howev r, t y pr fer to be  the plantation du  to the relative availability of mployment and 
inc m if compared t d g ‘by day′ sm ll cale farm jobs. In effect, attr ctiveness to the plantation 
w rk is a result of som thes  constr i ed choi s.  
Third, ther is a trong l nka e betw en he l and capital’s res r  to ca l labour- making it 
easy o evade the responsibili y of protecting the occupational health of workers. All the workers are 
susceptible to variou  forms o  inj ies a s ciated with poor fi ld ditions and in deq ate su ply 
of pr tective loth ng. Al ough they have egular acce s to boots, th r supplies such as pro ectiv  
lothing nd nose masks for prayers, gl ves for pruners and loose pickers, and ain coats are eith r 
u der-supplied or of poor qualit  as the per w r ers′ expectati . Workers oft n r ise th se 
concerns at the r weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiri  
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and 
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and their task requires a lot f tra ning. Wh reas workers witc ing b tween the bov  tasks may
still fi d it l crative, f r ot ers, it af ects their product vi a d in me. Women are h ghly affected 
when t ey are ma e to d  slashing. In an inf rmal c ve satio  ith one f the u h ities, he 
emphasised that even though slash g is t di us, wo e  are more resp ctful, truthful and follow 
instructi ns better th n men. This i  rather unfortunate becau , even f r those women who d  their 
own farming, this is the one farm activity for whic  th y regularly hire in labour or seek support. In 
ddition, it also affects workers’ ability to organize around task-specific issues. One worker 
expresse , 
‘My ork is undefined. I am a casu l worker, an op rator and a driver. Sometim s they 
move me to join the oil palm processing mill w rkers, sometimes I transport firewood. If I 
am on the farm and there is a problem with the truck, my supervisors ask me to join the 
loading gang or do slashing’. 
Second, with re ar  to w ges work rs s uggle wit  con i nt dela s, l w come nd
differ nti o . T  em a ion sch me of  w kers i  premis d on  time productivity-skill 
ba ed pi ce e s stem. The bas lin  d ily wag of GH₵14.047 appl es to work in the co e l bour 
and support rvice f b t c ual a p rma nt wor rs. It  u d s he yard tick for lc ting 
the piece rate or aily t rgets. This pi ce ra  daily w  i  a out f y-fiv  p rc t higher than th  
a ion l minimum w ge of GH₵9.68. Th  c s al ke s in the skill d rvice such as ope ators,
receiv a highe  daily wage of GH₵19.5, hil the un r n f p rm n sk lled staff r c ve 
ranges betw en GH₵19.5 and GH₵25 ced  plus al anc s. T a v t r  who mploy sea onal
carr e s ave l o b  instructed by h i s perv s r not t  ay them b low the ba w e da y
w ge— ituation which p acticall   hat GH₵15 has b come a flat wag  even though the e 
carri rs are c mpe le to fu ctio alo gside  r du i i of their vest rs who can wo k seven 
imes bove th i  daily targets duri g peak s asons. Seve l f cto s influ nc  the mon ly inc e 
brackets f t e work rs. This includ ge r, ge, skill, experienc , contr c , ngag m t in other 
occupa i ns, and t e lucrati nes of t sks. Sl shers, for ins c , a  often s oci ted with the l w st 
incom b cause it i not l crative— heir v ge hly i c me r ges ro  GH₵200 to GH₵450
c s a compared to har t r/pruners ho indi ted t t the r mon hly incomes ra ged betwe n
GH₵500 and GH ₵ 1000. Duri g peak s sons, arvest s could e n ear  n t incom of over 
GH₵1500 p r mo th ( fter paying their c r i rs). Wom rema n in the lowest i co  brack ts, with 
a v st majorit  taking a monthly wage r ng  b tween GH₵200  GH₵350 bel w th  xp cted 
m nt ly wag  t ey a  regu r. O r ask  in t cor  lab ur suc  s rayi g and i rigati n are ot 
ccompani d wi  luc tive ta g ts. L cal p rception round c emic l spraying c nnotes a major 
ealth risk and theref r  w ke s   even ted in verworking for xtr  income.  
Workers i th  s pp  erv c s a d f rm rvic  lab ur, have r l ivel s ab wages a d re
comp sate  w so e bon ses. Compared to he c nven ional loc l f rm labour ra s, the 
plantatio  wag  are far l w r. For ins ance, sp ayers a n a f f th ir local ra es, while sla hers ea n 
only a th rd of what they wo ld have be n paid f  the sa e mou t of work o  small scale farms. 
However, they pr fer to be on the plantation du   th  relativ vailability f employment nd 
incom  if compared to do  ‘by day′ m ll s ale farm j bs. In ffect, attractiven ss to th  plant tion
work s a result of some these c nst ained choice .  
Third, there is a strong linkage between health and capit l’s res rt to casual abour- maki   
easy to evade the r ponsibility f p otecting the occu at onal h alth of w rk rs. All the work r e
susceptible to various forms of injuries associat d wi h poor fie d condi n and in dequate su ply 
of prot ctive clothing. Although they hav  reg lar acces  to bo ts, oth r su pl s uch as pro ective 
clothing and nose masks for sprayers, gloves for prun s and loose pickers, nd ra n c a s a e ither 
under-supplied or of poor quality as the per workers′ exp ctations. Workers often raise these 
concerns at their weekly meetings with authorities, but the resp ns s are rather persuasive, requiring 
them to be patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the task  f s raying, harvesting and 
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and their ta k requires a l t t aini g. Wh as wo kers s itching b tween the a ove task  may 
still find it lucrative, for others, it af ect  their p odu  a  i come. Wom ar  highly ff ted
when t e  are ma e to o sl shing. In a  inf rmal c nversati n wit  ne o  he aut orities he 
emphasised that ven though slashing is edious, w m n are more re pectful, truthful and foll w 
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7 Appr x. 2.9 USD as of September 2018. 
35 b low t xpected mon ly wage if
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7 Approx. 2.9 USD as of September 2018.
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services and farm service labour, have relatively stable wages and are compensated with some bonuses.
Compared to the conventional local farm labour rates, the plantation wages are far lower. For instance,
sprayers earn half of their local rates, while slashers earn only a third of what they would have been
paid for the same amount of work on small scale farms. However, they prefer to be on the plantation
due to the relative availability of employment and income if compared to doing ‘by day′ small scale
farm jobs. In effect, attractiveness to the plantation work is a result of some these constrained choices.
Third, there is a strong linkage between health and capital’s resort to casual labour- making it
easy to evade the responsibility of protecting the occupational health of workers. All the workers are
susceptible to various forms of injuries associated with poor field conditions and inadequate supply
of protective clothing. Although they have regular access to boots, other supplies such as protective
clothing and nose masks for sprayers, gloves for pruners and loose pickers, and rain coats are either
under-supplied or of poor quality as the per workers′ expectations. Workers often raise these concerns
at their weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiring them to be
patient in waiting. Workers, especially those in the tasks of spraying, harvesting and pruning, are very
much aware of the health implications of their work, and therefore seek some preferential treatment in
accessing health services, e.g., the reinstitution of biannual health screenings.
Again, most the of drivers, truck and heavy equipment operators are not licensed to operate8,thus
no insurance against accidents. Their financial struggles around not having access to licenses are
further complicated on the one hand by their casual statuses, which deny them access to loans, and on
the other hand, by the company′s unwillingness to commit to the responsibility of facilitating access to
the license. For many of these operators, they believe that the company′s position is linked to the fear
that they would go and seek better job opportunities elsewhere when they obtain their licenses—a
situation that is very likely, according to the operators. In addition, they have to work with faulty
machineries, which overtime, they have learned to adapt. Demonstrating this, a driver said:
‘You see, this truck has no starter and no break. The steering wheel is poorly aligned and
you can see that manifest in the front wheels. I have to start it in third gear and bring it to a
halt in the fourth gear. Experience is the best teacher over here′.
This puts not only them, but all workers who are also transported in these trucks, at risks of
accidents and injuries. Per their work regulations, the company takes responsibility for any work-related
health issues, especially for injuries and minor illness but other indirect and long-term health threats
and sicknesses are often ignored or inadequately addressed. Even though almost seventy percent
(70%) of the workers are already subscribed to the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS), workers
also want to caution against the extra costs that are sometimes associated with the NHIS scheme.
During my second visit, 9 the rules had changed—having NHIS is a prerequisite for employment
retention. It became almost like a chorus whenever I spoke to the workers, particularly women, about
the intensity of their work— ‘adwuma yi, eweaken yen’ (we are weakened by this job). They looked
frail and older than their ages, especially the pioneer workers who have worked for at least eight
years and are still on casual contracts. Besides the tedious nature of the job, the distant location of
the farm and their limited access to transport facilities put a heavy toll on their health. A woman
farmworker complained:
‘they don’t pick us home on time, why won′t we have malaria? However, when you get
malaria, they say that it is not a farm work-related disease, so you do not get a medical form’.
Closely linked are the stresses and pressure on women’s ability to deliver their household
responsibilities. A normal routine for off-farm residents begins from 5:00 a.m. until about 5:00 p.m.,
8 Most of them also do not have licences for operations because they trained on the farm and do not have the financial
resources to apply for one.
9 As of January, 2019, after the company costs for two major truck accidents that occurred between August and December, 2019.
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although the productive hours are effectively eight hrs. Women have to start their day at least two
hours earlier (by 3:30 a.m.), sometimes forced to wake and prepare their school going children. Their
evening duties, including meals, also extend into the night. Even though the impacts depend largely
on the household characteristics, in general, committed female workers do not get enough rest and
end up being those within the lowest income brackets. The labour conditions on the plantation can be
summed up below, by a former worker who said:
‘Every employee wants to see progress in their lives, but this is not the case on the plantation.
The conditions are not good, and they sometimes do not respect our views because we are
uneducated and casually employed. We worked hard on the plantation because we were
sensitised about the positive effects on our communities, but if they could not cater for the
he welfare of workers, how much more entire communities? For most of the people who
remain farmworkers to date, they are there out of desperation′.
3.3. ‘We Have Become Surplus Labour’: Class Consciousness and Everyday Resistance
As a recap, in rural peasant economies such as that described above—characterised by exploitation
and subordination—agrarian political theorists provide different explanations to the nature of political
reactions that emerge i.e., revolt (radical and overt politics) and non-revolt, which are essentially linked
to class relations, traditional community structures, or individual incentives [39,42]. Since 2008 when
work started on the acquired land, the farm workers have not engaged significantly in overt politics
to demand changes in unfavourable terms of incorporation. However, there is an increasing level of
class consciousness among the workers, although sometimes contentious. A laid- off and dispossessed
semi-proletariat, expressed,
‘We have become surplus10 to them, if you die the job will continue’.
Knowing this, how do they translate their claims and assertions into action against exploitation,
and action for better terms of incorporation? Adopting some tenets of ethnography, particularly
observations, informal conversations and interviews, I illustrate their everyday politics in dealing with
the precarious nature of work on the plantation.
3.3.1. Deception, and Non-Compliance
During fieldwork, my Sundays were precious moments. This is the official resting day for
permanent workers. Casual workers who worked on their farms on Saturdays also used took rest on
Sundays, and of course with 89 percent of the workers being Christians, the hours between 1:00 p.m.
and 6:00 pm was precious window of opportunity to talk to most of the workers who were then closed
from church. It was one of these Sunday afternoons in July 2018 that I visited two relatives—Kofi and
Kwame11—in their home at Brewaniase. They are displaced sharecroppers working on the plantation.
Kwame is a permanent worker and has worked with the company since its establishment. Kofi, on the
other hand, is a casual worker. After they lost their land, he worked on the plantation for a while and
decided to travel to the city to work for years. In 2016, he returned so he could farm, and also help in
catering for his aging and widowed father. He has since returned to the plantation working in pruning
and harvesting. He described how risky it is, and what he does to ‘address it’,
‘We do not have hand gloves for pruning, so sometimes, I also do a shoddy work. My
supervisors expect me to collect the branches and pack them at specified locations so that
they do not hamper the work of slashers. Yet without gloves, I cannot work fast and I often
10 not translated-the original word used by the farmworker.
11 The names of respondents referenced in this paper have been replaced with pseudonyms.
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finish work with injuries to my palm. So sometimes I do not collect the branches. They
cannot monitor everyone, they cannot tell who did it, unfortunately, this affects the slashers
too′.
Sprayers in particular are very conscious about the health implications of their tasks even though
their claims are often premised on health hearsays. They capitalize on those perceived dangers and
often break their working time rules by justifying the need to go home to wash off the chemicals.
Like many other workers, Kofi also iterated the importance of his tasks within the entire production
chain, thus his role in the functioning of the plantation. Per the way he values his position within the
plantation system, he expected that he be allowed to work under favourable conditions, particularly,
the flexibility to do a real piece rate i.e., get paid for what he can do in a day and not be forced to spend
the whole day on the farm. In his words:
‘if you work below your target and do nothing the rest of your time, they [supervisors] won’t
say anything, but they won’t allow you to leave before 2:00 p.m. even in the off-peak seasons
for harvesting. If you do so, you will not be marked’.
He argued that his father had trained them in farming, and now the company is benefiting from it.
Thus, he could not accept why they won’t allow them to work on their own farms. Sometimes, he
secretly informs the headman or makes up a story that he is sick in order to avoid getting into trouble
with authorities. Open deception is therefore very common among the workers and depending on
their relations with superiors, and the occupational history of the superiors themselves—whether or
not they have been in their shoes before. This is confirmed in the words of a headman who said:
‘A worker will call to inform you of their inability to come to work because of ill health—when
you know very well he is telling lies, but you can’t do anything about it. After the 20th12,
you can confer that, in our attendance sheets, many people absent themselves to do ‘jobs′.
Such attitudes affect us very much. For example, it reduces productivity especially when
they do not inform us in time because of their anger’.
For casual workers, not being entitled to annual paid leave meant they had to take their own
breaks as and when necessary—sometimes they rest during the lay-off periods. Furthermore, the
intensity of labour also breaks them down occasionally. However, not being able to justify requests for
sick leave when they are not tangible work-related injuries leads to ‘new discoveries’ on ways and
means around them. A young, literate and male farmworker narrated:
‘Sometimes when I’m sick of feverishness, I do not report that. I know the clinics in our
communities do not have adequate capacity to detect all illness, so I complain of severe chest
or neck pains which is directly related to harvesting. When I do that, I can get medical cover
and also convince the medical officer to get me an excuse duty note for about 3 days, during
this period I can rest, and also receive my daily wage’.
3.3.2. Acquiescence?
Structural differentiation plays a key role in shaping political reaction. Whereas in several land
grab studies it is often assumed that dispossession, and class relations influence the political reactions of
the people, in this study, the dynamics play out quite differently. Given that almost every farmworker
has, or has a high likelihood of getting some (tenant) farmland, the question becomes more of access, in
terms of the ability to benefit from land [49]. The location of land, its fertility, and access to inputs are
important in determining the extent to which farm workers benefit from their land and consequently,
12 The first working day of the month starts from 15th.
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the extent to which they depend on the income from the plantation work [39]. Going back to the data
on the class positions of women, they are often the ones with narrow choices as many of them depend
largely on the wage income. The situation is not so different for dispossessed proletariats, and migrants,
especially urban-rural migrants, who may also be skilled, educated and not so interested in farming
for extra income. As rightly argued by Kattono Ouma in her study of a rice field in Kenya, ‘there is
great incentive for such workers to conform to the idea of a “subservient worker”, for the benefits that
such repute may bring’ [50]. This is certainly not a case of false consciousness as one operator stated,
‘we are just hustling for them. I don’t want to become
an enemy so I have stopped complaining’.
In addition, given the discretionary mode of labour management, frequent indebtedness to
superiors, and other existing top-down patronage relations, it is always important to maintain some
level of compliance to safeguard one’s ‘future’. It may also not necessarily be about being in the good
books of supervisors, but also getting wage income to maintain their households. Below, is the story of
Adwoa which illustrates the context of acquiescence on the plantation.
Adwoa is a 51-year-old woman who has worked for nine years on the plantation. She is
migrant, landless and has been divorced for seven years. She and her former husband
had a lot of farm land in their hometown. They even had eight acres of oil palm and she
intercropped vegetables. In the early 2000s when they heard of the PSI, they moved to a
village in the Eastern Region to work at the nurseries. In the meantime, they left their crops in
the hands of family members and that did not work out well. At the same time, her husband
had refused to cater for their five daughters under the perception that girls will not bring any
wealth to him in future, but rather to their husbands: a reason for their divorce. She has been
working all these years to take care of the children’s education. Although she has been a
permanent worker upon recruitment, she complains ‘the work is tedious, but if you are not
educated do not have any other tradeable skill, what do you do? ‘Now I can see that I’m
tired and very weakened’ but what can I do’? She does not envision working until pension,
but her goal is to clear the educational costs, and then move to capital city to stay with her
children, and perhaps start a trade. Now, she comports herself to safeguard her employment
and permanent contract status.
3.3.3. Absenteeism: Production and Action
Everyday resistance also resides in the multitude of alterations or actively constructed responses
that are continued and/or created anew in order to confront the modes of ordering that currently
dominate our societies [51]. One of the key findings in relation to how the workers respond to
casualization and low income is their consciousness about the need to continue with their own
farming regardless of the time competition and trade-offs associated with it. Historically, these settler
communities emerged out of a ‘dodi’ system, literally meaning ‘cultivate to eat’, whereby natives
gave out portions of land freely to settlers to cater for their food needs. Following the fast spread of
commodification of the rural, and with cocoa becoming a major cash crop in these areas, the gifting
of agricultural lands has become rare, and the system replaced with tenancy agreements. However,
farming for subsistence remains an important feature of the people’s social reproduction. As it was
evident in the survey conducted, almost everyone cultivated some corn or cassava, and even cash crop
sharecroppers are often allowed by their landlords to intercrop some foods for their own subsistence.
In addition, in times when they are laid off, some casual workers search for short-term farm labour
opportunities such as rice harvesting where the remuneration is paid in bags of rice rather than cash.
Although occasional or seasonal purchases of food items are normal, there is a societal expectation
of being able to produce one’s own staple foods or at least to get food crops from one’s land through
tenants. In a conversation with a young operator who is also a migrant, he said,
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‘I have just acquired a piece of land from my landlord (residential) to plant corn and cassava.
My friends have been teasing me and I also realised that I can’t be buying food all the time.
They have agreed to support me with their labour to start the farm this year so that I don’t
waste my money on food′.
Given this background, the farmworkers’ cash needs are not directly targeted at food even though
many depend on the income from the plantation to support their own farms. Apparently, many of the
workers use their wages for household needs like educational costs and shelter. Indeed, in 2017, the
farm management heeded to the request of the farm residents, many of whom are less landed migrants
and allowed them to farm portions of the land that were not maintained—of course, this was also a
management strategy to control weed and fire in the unmaintained portions. Nonetheless, the scheme
had its shortfalls regarding labour competition and conflicts of interests whereby supervisors were
also implicated, thus leading to its annulment after a year. The workers have also been permitted to
collect foodstuff13 from the farm, although they are sometimes restricted when it competes with their
transport space. In addition, for many casual workers, they could not risk being laid off and being
food insufficient at the same time. This consciousness is a major driver for the continuance of their
small-scale farming alongside the plantation work. The competition that exists between the planation
work and own farming is real, but most of them will not compromise on their own farms to the extent
of being short of staple foods. In general, their physical presence on their own farms is reduced and
often replaced with hired labour and chemical inputs, but in the faming seasons i.e., during planting
and harvesting, they spend ample time on their own farms as compared to the plantation work.
Occasionally, some casual farmworkers whose farms are adjacent the plantation, exploit the transport
service to work on their farms, without reporting to work. The average number of working days for
most of the workers ranges between 18 and 20 days out of the expected even 26/27 days or even lower
during the farming seasons. Workers have been seeking for the elimination of Saturday work, but
since that has not been granted, more than half of them do not turn up on Saturdays. Interestingly,
they do not face sanctions either—a situation which management has come to terms with, given the
societal context of their operation. A worker explained:
‘Getting people to work on the farm is difficult. They have to search for a new person, train
him or her and hope that he or she stays on. What I can do in 30 min on this farm. A new
entrant might use over 2 hours and this will affect the company’.
Indeed, although the company lays of workers seasonally, and also, it is unable to recruit
workers to maintain the entire plantation, the narrative above is a true reflection of the daily labour
supply challenges. In the classic literature on capitalist development in the countryside as well as the
contemporary debates on land grabs [16,31], a major concern has been the issue of surplus population
whose labour is not needed on the farm. In this case, although labour appears to be abundant, they
is not readily available because of the unfavourable working conditions, the need to subsist, and, of
course, their relative access to (tenant) lands to do their own faming, and, in some cases, access to
other livelihoods’ opportunities. During my visit in the off-peak season, I had several encounters with
laid-off workers in multiple activities. Whereas some, particularly the women, were anxiously waiting
to be called back to work; there were also several instances of workers who had been asked to return to
work but were not ready. Some were engaged in farming, others were labouring on small scale farms,
others had taken up construction contracts, others prioritized their health conditions after previous
accidents, while a few young men were considering migrating to cocoa producing regions down south
to work as tenant labour14.
13 Remnants from farms of the dispossessed tenants and landowners, usually cassava.
14 Particularly, rural areas in the Western Region of Ghana, where they can maintain large cocoa farms under negotiated terms,
and often with less control. Engaging in largescale cocoa production in their own communities is risky because the rampant
bushfires in the dry seasons, and many of them claim that the best lands have been taken by the land deal.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Contextualising the Farmworkers’ Politics
Several factors account for the emergence of everyday politics as the main form of contention by
workers in this case —as we see in their’ demands for minor reforms in the organization and conditions
of labour. Of course, the findings re-affirm Scott’s argument that so far as the subsistence ethic of the
peasantry is not threatened, revolts are unlikely [42]. In some ways, the maintenance of the moral
economy persists as evident in the nature of tenancy agreements that exists between foreigners/settlers
and natives. However, when one pulls away from the confines of singular teleological assumptions,
then we find several other practical reasons that affect their politics—why everyday actions appear
to be the most viable means to expressing their agency and what inhibits their incipient efforts to
undertake collective action.
Indeed, everyone on the plantation is there for regular access to cash income, but it is in the
unpacking of the purpose of this cash income that we can understand their politics. For instance,
a parent’s cash needs her for children’s education normally depends on ages and stages of their
dependents, and even the financial demands from the type of educational institutions. The farmworkers
who are currently enrolled in secondary or tertiary education or savings towards higher education do
not have the incentives to engage in any overt/ organized resistance because they will not stay for long.
Similarly, the cash needs for investments in one’s own farm is also a function of the available land
size, the form of ownership, access to family labour, the maturity of the farm, types of crops grown,
etc. In such instances, their political reactions occur at the conjuncture of self-interest [36] and other
structural conditions.
Again, the ways in which labour is structured in a plantation allows permanent workers more
organisational opportunities than casual workers. Some permanent workers sometimes schedule
their annual leave during their faming season to allow them time on their own farm—of course,
worker–supervisor relations play a major role in such decisions. Security workers, who are all permanent
staff, have informally re-organized their formal working hours from 12 hours a day to a continuous
48 hours so that they can have two full days every week in order to have ample time for their farm
activities and other businesses like motorbike transport services. The situation is however different for
casual workers who find it difficult to unite on common issues. In addition, there are always tensions
that emerge in their incipient attempts to mobilize. Lower level overseers and headmen are often left in
a competing dilemma of whose interest to represent—workers or management? Most of the headmen
have been core labourers before, or usually shift between labouring and overseeing, thus many can
identify with the challenges faced by workers, yet there is a constant sensitization from management on
the need to protect, and explain the company′s position to the workers, so as to prevent any outburst of
violence. In the words of one long serving worker,
‘We have attempted a strike before. It landed the headmen in trouble because some workers
informed management that the leaders spearheaded it. They [the headmen] were rebuked
for that’.
There are several instances of workers doubling as unpaid or paid labourers of their supervisors
or other high-ranking authorities in return for favours, small loans, income or gifts, etc., which brings
in emotions, fear, and subtle control in their political reactions. ‘Fatherly’ relations between those in
authority and workers, is not only typical of many rural settings where paternalistic and patronage
relations dominate, but also it is embedded in the existing societal contexts, which is akin to the kind
of intergenerational, and top–down relations between the elderly and the young, fathers and sons,
chiefs and subjects, teachers and students, etc., characterized by the societal expectation of high regard
to authority which often expresses openly or/and subtilty as subordination and control [52].
Transcending the local begs the question, what is the role of the state? Mainstream optimism
in large-scale agricultural investments have always been linked to labour opportunities for host
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communities [29]. However, the growing power and reach of global capital have exceeded the ability
of nations and labour movements to regulate them. The existing regulatory institutions for agricultural
labour management in Ghana are both inadequate and repressive. First, investors are not bound by
any hard laws when it comes to job creation. As they wish, they follow voluntary guidelines or do so
as corporate social responsibilities. Second, the existing labour laws in Ghana have been primarily
designed for industry and factory workers, not agricultural workers [53]. Third, even when these
laws are applicable to farmworkers, they do not address the issues of inequality. The 2003 Labour
Act (Act 651) does not apply to piece rate and casual workers, and there are no provisions for dealing
with delays in payment of wages. It is therefore not surprising that some workers consider delays
as normal, or even better than their previous workplaces. Again, how does one confront a company
about low wages when they adhere to labour laws of the country and pay almost 50 percent higher
than minimum wage?
The workers’ eagerness to mobilise is constrained on three fronts: not knowing what their rights are,
and how to pursue them, thus the fear of possible violation of state laws; their remoteness (location-wise)
from the south15 which makes it difficult for alliance building with labour unions; and third, and very
importantly, lack of full support from management in their incipient attempts to collectivise—specifically,
to join the Ghana Agricultural Workers Union (GAWU). Despite the constitutional safeguarding of
workers’ rights to unionization, as at the time of my visit, management had not given approval for
security, and casual workers to join the union on the grounds of the company’s internal security and the
fluidity of casual workers. While the leaders continue to fight this decision, it is being met with a covert
process of false conscientisation about unions being violent. It appears the aim is to inhibit voluntary
participation in the union even if management is later compelled to comply with the law. This is often
interpreted by the workers as ‘if unions are violent, then it is all about protests and strikes, then there is
a likelihood of police arrest’. As such, workers who need to keep their jobs would rather stay away
and/or resort to the everyday individualized actions of non-compliance, absenteeism and production.
4.2. Everyday Politics as Weapons of the Weak?
Indeed, the kind of everyday politics that the workers engage in as described above, appears to be
the most viable means to expressing their agency in the struggles for better terms of incorporation.
However, a question that cannot be escaped is: to what effect are these everyday reactions? Do we
risk romanticizing their individualised politics or it could indeed have substantial benefits for peasant
farmworkers? Some have argued that casualization in commercial agriculture enables farmworkers to
engage in other livelihood occupations [54]. While this remains a fact, for the workers studied, most of
them preferred having permanent contracts and with increased incomes as compared to being casual
workers—the reason being that most of them who are farmers believe they can substitute much of
the time needed on their own farm with hired labour and chemicals if they work under permanent
contracts and with increased incomes. In addition, for many others, days off work are opportunities to
rest from the tedious work and gain new energy upon resuming. This is indeed good for their health
and well-being since they are not entitled to official leave. Unfortunately, this practice also means that
they might be forever stuck in the very casual system they despise because commitment is a primary
pre-condition for progression. In effect, their politics also become a constraint to their upward mobility
in the organization of labour. This goes a long way to affect their income, job security and livelihoods.
In an interview with a supervisor, he confirmed,
‘People have been working with us for a very long time, but their attitude towards work is
bad. At the time that we need workers for our work, that is when they have left the job to
go to their own farms. Sometimes it takes two to three months, especially when it is corn
15 Due to the geo-politics, much of the political and economic activities are centralised in the southern belt of the country where
the capital and the biggest cities are located.
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season. Imagine if you engage such a person a permanent worker. Sometimes when you
make them permanent, their mentalities change and then you realize that the casual workers
even work harder’.
It has been previously illustrated how workers engage in their own production as a major way
of expressing their agency to ensure their basic food sovereignty and food security. Nonetheless, the
findings demonstrate trade-offs that suggest that all may not be well with their own food production.
Access to labour support, farm location and employment contract play key roles in shaping the
dynamics of time-labour division between the plantation work and own farming. Many of the workers
especially women, indicated that they have had to reduce their farm sizes in order to combine both
activities. This means that they usually have just enough for subsistence as compared to the past when
they could have surplus harvest. Similarly, some tenants also reported that, as a result of the low
yields, their landlords have transferred parts of the tenant lands to more committed farmers. Moreover,
in these communities, people often cultivate several crops at different seasons and locations, but what
is happening now is that, when it comes food crops, farmworkers now confine themselves to a few
staples, mainly corn and cassava. There are other food crops that they could benefit more in terms of
food, nutrition and cash, yet it is difficult to combine, as indicated by a harvester,
‘I cultivate yam, groundnuts and cassava and corn. I have always wanted to add ginger but
it is time consuming, and the regulations at work place won’t allow me to do so. Corn can
never have a better price than ginger’.
While the harvester above seems to be in a better position to cultivate all of those food items,
a female proletariat complained bitterly about her inability to cultivate groundnuts as a result of
the farm work. At the same time, others also worried about the over reliance on weedicides, paid
labour and their inability to maintain their own farms as expected. In fact, some farmers are no longer
able to benefit from mutual farm labour support schemes known locally as ‘nnoboa’ because lack of
commitment on their part. It however appeared that the youth, as compared to the elderly workers,
still found some means to support one another when necessary.
Marxist theorisation on the reproduction of capitalism is often linked to capital’s dependence on
non-capitalist societies for land, labour and markets. Reflecting on the extent of semi-proletarianzation
and casual work on the plantation, we see that role of labour in the survival of capitalism could even
be more complex. The apparent persistence of the peasantry is serving more or less as subsidy to
capital accumulation [55]. The peasant farmworkers produce cheap labour, the great majority do not
depend on the wages to cover the full cost of their household reproduction especially food, thus they
do not revolt—separately and together, a ‘favourable’ condition is created for low cost production
on the plantation. As such, although their everyday politics put food on the table, it is more of a
reflection of the systemic repression in the agrarian system. Their livelihood strategies and politics all
emanate from constrained choices [56], and do not necessarily address the everyday problems faced by
peasants—in their case, not getting the full benefits from land and labour.
5. Conclusions
This study set out to examine the dynamics of incorporation into large-scale agricultural land deals,
and the political struggles of farm workers against exploitation and for better terms of inclusion. Evidence
from the SG Sustainable Oils -Herakles–Volta Red oil palm plantation in Ghana reveals the problématique
of unquestioned beliefs in the employment potentials from large-scale agricultural investments. First,
the limited employment opportunities, especially for women, and the poor working conditions remind
us of how and why capital’s need to maintain its own economic viability/reproduction does not cohere
with the presumed social contributions often associated with such investments. Compared to men,
women have smaller land sizes, a very small window of employment opportunities and the meagre
incomes, and are less likely to rise above their ranks as labourers. The precarious working conditions
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characterised by casualization, low incomes, indebtedness, and poor occupational health and safety are
in themselves a disincentive to labour supply and retention. Conscious of how they have been adversely
incorporated into the plantation work, farmworkers strive to gain some benefits through everyday forms
of resistance and reactions. Through non-compliance, absenteeism, and production, they carry a strong
political message that ‘they are people entitled to be treated with dignity and entitled livelihood’ [57].
They do so to ensure access to food, extra income, rest and well-being. While the general conditions of
work are not favourable, the extent of impacts, and their diverse individualised politics are influenced
not only by class relations, but also the relations in the organisation of labour which is also embedded
in, and reinforced by existing social structures of inequality. Thus, unlike common notions of everyday
politics as being highly empowering, their everyday actions are themselves situated within very narrow
options and therefore they cannot be romanticised as entirely liberating. Organised collective action is
still very necessary for negotiating better terms of incorporation. The findings from this single case
cannot be used to draw generalised conclusions about land grabs, but certainly, it serves as reference
point to caution against oversimplified assumptions on the impacts of large-scale investments in fragile
rural communities. In other words, the differentiated dynamics of impacts challenge mainstream ideals
of win–win outcomes even when local communities tap into some here-and-then livelihood benefits.
Unless rural policies are designed to address structural inequalities and disparities in the relations in
production, such investments should not be promoted.
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